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Present

Future

For my 2014 RCEU project, I was tasked to
link the Smart Kart’s wireless system to a
computer, enabling remote control. I needed to
demonstrate how the kart could be remotely
controlled using a computer. I accomplished
this task using a usb dongle that allows a
computer to join the mesh network the wireless
boards create. I used this dongle as a bridge
between the python programs I create and the
prototyping boards that control the kart.

In the future, the Smart Kart will be
given the ability to be controlled over
the school’s wireless network. With this,
the kart may be controlled using
different
computers
or
even
smartphones. The kart will also be
outfitted with a GPS system to track its
position. With the two above systems,
the kart will truly be “smart” and will be
able to complete remotely tasked routes.
However, with these new systems, there
needs to be safety precautions installed
to insure the safety of the kart and its
occupants. Therefore, a more robust
safety system must be created alongside
the rest of the features. Lastly, the Smart
Kart will be a visual inspiration for K12 students to either attend UAH or
participate in STEM programs.

Past

Research
The Smart Kart started out as a UAH
engineering senior design project to
convert a gas-powered go-kart into a
fully electric system.The kart was then
modified to allow wireless connections
between the steering wheel and
steering system, pedals and motor. This
was achieved by using wireless
prototyping boards that form a mesh
network,
which
allows
direct
communication
between
boards
without a router. The data that is
gathered by the sensors in the steering
wheel and pedals is sent to the boards
that control the servos and motors.

In order to complete my part of the project, I
needed to research and learn the python coding
language, Synapse’s modified python language
“SNAPpy,” the concept of Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM), and in-depth mechanics of
the Smart Kart. I used various data sheets,
manuals,
online
resources,
and
also
communicated directly with a Synapse
employee, Max Avula, to complete my
research.
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